A
Blueprint
For the
ba y
The look of Luštica Bay’s apartments
will speak of a deep respect for the
local architecture, environment, and the
Adriatic Sea, as Rachel Loos learns
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Luštica Bay may be in its
infancy, but its story treads an
age-old path. Like the many
historic towns sprinkled along
Montenegro’s mesmerisingly
beautiful coast, its blueprint
starts at the shoreline. Picture
a bustling harbour at its heart,
not filled with fishing vessels
as in centuries past, but a
modern marina playing host
to sleek yachts and speedboats. Nestled around this
harbour and tracing the line
of the surrounding hills are
the buildings – elegant stone
houses with bougainvilleafilled loggias, promenades and
arched store fronts sheltering
the town’s many lively cafés,
restaurants and boutiques.
Continue along the cobblestone streets and Luštica Bay
unfolds before you. Walk
through handsome squares
and over gracefully-arched
bridges. Climb gently rising
steps and wander past the
many fountains, the melody

of babbling water playing
against the lapping of waves.
Stand mesmerised by views
of the Adriatic and the Bay of
Trašte, and inhale air scented
with rosemary, lavender and
the salty tang of the sea.
The architect of all this
seaside splendour is Omar
Farid, Head of Planning
and Design at Luštica
Development AD. He and his
team spent two years studying
the local architecture and
understanding the history
and culture of the region.
They then took this knowledge
and applied it to the template
for the architecture and
design of Luštica Bay.
‘We planned Luštica Bay in
the same way towns have
developed throughout history,’
he explains. ‘So we begin with
a few houses by the coast,
around the mooring area of
harbour, then we’ll go a little
higher up, and then higher
still. In this way the process is
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Working with an
interior designer,
owners at
Luštica Bay can
finish their new
homes to suit
their individual
tastes. This page,
clockwise from
far left: the
contemporary
cool bathroom
includes porcelain

stoneware tiles,
with the choice
of an accent wall;
a maritime theme
comes through
in Pieter’s use
of accessories,
like these silverplated model
sea anemones;
neutral tones
continue in
the bedroom a
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Previous page:
Pieter de Bruin’s
design for the
brilliantly bright
living room
channels the
Adriatic, with
soothing seaside
hues of turquoise
and green. This
page: decorative
touches such
as these ceramic
pine cones reflect
the importance
of nature here

organic instead of rigid and structured,
to give the town a lived-in feel.’
In anchoring the town’s soul in
tradition, Luštica Bay promises a look
and feel that is historically authentic,
yet at the same time very much of the
21st century, with a contemporary vibe,
modern infrastructure, and a regard for
the environment – not just preserving its
beauty, but also making a commitment
to building ethically and sustainably.
The local architecture is largely
plain and unfussy, but there is an
elegance in its simplicity, which acts as
a foil to the extraordinary beauty of
the surroundings. As the buildings are
predominantly made from limestone, so
too will be Luštica Bay’s, with much stone
originating on-site. Using what is already
there reduces the environmental cost of
importing stone, and is fundamental to
creating depth and character. ‘Stone will
show natural variations, from the grey

tones of weathered stone to the beige
of newer stone, then display differences
dependent on where in the site the stone
is from,’ says Farid.
Further architectural texture comes
from the way the stone is cut, whether
smooth or open-jointed, and from the
use of stucco on exterior walls, again
a technique found locally.
Besides the materials used, Luštica
Bay’s geometry will also remain true
to its location. The height and scale
of buildings will be varied to avoid
a homogenous ‘urban’ look, and
there will be a mix of one- to threebedroom apartments, townhouses and
villas. Instead of large-scale balconies,
traditional loggias will ensure the inside
extends seamlessly outside for a relaxed
style of living in keeping with the linear
form of the buildings.
Softening the effect of all this stone
is careful planting. The original mature
trees in the upper slopes of the town will
be protected, and throughout Luštica Bay
cypress and olive trees, plus rosemary

the local
architecture is
largely unfussy,
but there is an
elegance in its
simplicity, which
acts as a foil to
the extraordinary
beauty of the
surroundings
and lavender, will grow alongside typical
Mediterranean plants including wild
rose, salvia and honeysuckle.
This wealth of greenery, however,
is just a small part of Luštica Bay’s
outstanding green credentials. As well
as its low density footprint – of the site’s
6.8 million square metres, just 5.8 per
cent will be built upon – all architecture
incorporates a highly environmental and
sustainable approach to construction
methods, water conservation, waste
management and energy consumption.
Individual homes will all attain a
Leadership in Energy and Environmental

there is the open adriatic sea
at our doorstep, which is a
constantly shifting palette
of green, turquoise and blue

TO LuŠtica,
with love

Ivana Maksimovic was the first
buyer of an apartment in Luštica Bay.
An architect now living in London, she
was born in Belgrade, and has spent
every summer of her life by the Bay.
Here, she tells us why...

p h o t o g r a p h y: p h i l i p s i n d e n

the waters where now we see modern
pleasure crafts, but echoes of the
long past are everywhere here.’
Natural fibres are key, and accessories
include silver-plated bowls resembling
the shells of sea anemones, plus shells,
starfish and found coral. Catching the
eye are richly coloured paintings of
galleons and port scenes in the living
room, painted by a local artist. ‘They
may be a little touristy, even a little kitsch,
but I love these simple pieces for their
historical reference and the splash of
colour they provide,’ says de Bruin.

It all comes together to create the perfect
place from which to enjoy the area. Take
one of the many nature trails that crisscross Luštica Bay and head out into the
unspoilt countryside, with its olive groves
and family farms producing cheeses and
wines. Admire the Bay of Kotor, with
its small islands and ancient churches.
Stroll around the markets and buy plump
tomatoes warm from the sun and bread
fresh from the oven. And do accept an
invitation to enjoy a sunset glass of the
local spirit, rakija. This way you, too, can
follow in the traditions of Luštica Bay. n

Throughout
every process
of Luštica
Bay’s design
– from initial
architectural
sketches
to interior
finishings – two
things are kept
constantly
in mind: the
stunning sight of
the sea (above)
and the original
architecture of
the area (left)

p h o t o g r a p h y: C h r i s t o f f e r R u d q u i s t
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Design (LEEDS) silver certification,
adhering to the rating system created
by the United States Green Building
Council for the design, construction and
operation of high-performance green
buildings, homes and neighbourhoods.
The first LEEDS for a homes project
in Europe, these will feature impressive
energy-saving technologies, from high
levels of insulation to the orientation of
windows to capture breezes, and crossventilation to maximise summer cooling.
As with the exterior, the interior décor
also follows tradition, but with the best
of modern materials and techniques.
The floor tiles of porcelain stoneware feel
cool underfoot in high summer but, with
underfloor heating, turn warm when the
weather is chilly. Open-plan living spaces
are filled with light, the floor-to-ceiling
glass doors making the fabulous views
a statement feature.
The award-winning, internationally
experienced interior designer Pieter
de Bruin took this extraordinary light
as his starting point when creating an
apartment to further showcase Luštica
Bay’s design credentials. Building on
the existing finishes, the look, which
is casually chic, contemporary and
available to order, perfectly captures
the kick-your-heels-off-and-relax style
that life in Luštica Bay is all about.
As a counterpoint to the bright light,
furniture in dark finishes gives the space
a solid feel, yet upholstered in light
fabrics, it has a laid-back vibe that speaks
to its seaside location. To the warm
neutral palette, de Bruin introduced
splashes of colour that lift the mood of
the room. ‘I wanted to add a playful feel,’
he says. ‘And the citrus and turquoise
colours reflect the Med and the sea.’
To furniture and lighting chosen
from among Europe and America’s best
designers, de Bruin has introduced a
number of delicate, whimsical touches
that give the apartment a flavour of
Montenegro. ‘They were selected to
reflect the setting and history of the
region, from which there is much to
draw inspiration,’ he says. ‘There are the
unspoilt hillsides with pines, olive trees
and brush that are so Mediterranean.
There is the open Adriatic Sea at our
doorstep, which is a constantly shifting
palette of green, turquoise and blue.
And finally we have the maritime history
of the region. Galleon ships once sailed

‘Flying from London, I make sure I sit on the
right-hand side. We cut through Europe, come
to the point of Trieste and take a left. Looking
through the window, the Croatian islands lie
below me. The plane banks left again and a
tiny country emerges – it is the jewel atop the
Adriatic’s crown: Montenegro!
Then I see the mild green hills of Luštica
Bay, hiding fortresses, submarine tunnels, and
a church on every hill. As the plane squeezes
into the bay, towering mountains and the
fortress of Kotor rise into the sky, then four
small towns and a million scattered boats.
I count the six tiny islands and a labyrinth
of fjords once used by pirates. In between

them lies the pale,
I take a deep breath,
inhaling the smells,
shallow water
the sounds and the
around Sveti Marko
sights till next summer
and a church in the
middle of the sea.
The plane lands and I have arrived.
This is my land! My Neverland.
There are exactly 435 narrow stone steps
from the beach to my parents’ summer house.
Those stairs can tell you the story of a girl
climbing up and down, playing hide and seek,
then growing into her teens, rushing to the
beach in the sunset to listen to the boys play
guitar and running home late with a kiss on
her lips. From bed she could smell the fig
tree and hear the music coming from far away
across the bay, travelling like an echo broken
by the mountains that surround the bay.
Every summer was different. Over the
years I would come back to mend a broken
heart, to study, to wonder, to fall in love again,
to be with my girlfriends, to get married...
One summer, at sunset, I saw a gracious,
long yacht sail into the marina to join the
fleet, and I whispered into the air... “Be awake
at dawn, when the huge mountains around
Kotor are still dark grey and the water in
the bay is a shade of misted lavender. Go to
the farmers’ market in the old town… There
you will find jars of honey-infused nuts,
watermelons and juicy tomatoes, the air full
of the smell of smoked ham. Enjoy cheeses
so full of flavour they can only be washed
down with rakija. Then take the few steps
to the main piazza for breakfast served by
a girl in national dress. Dip your homemade
doughnut into the honey, taste the grapes
from the same plate. I promise you, this will
be a meal to remember forever...”
I am still the same girl, and days in the bay
continue to be happy ones. Moonlit swimming
and midnight feasts, and a few drunken nights,
mixed with gossip from Tivat boulevard told
over fresh wild strawberries.
A three-year-old
At the end of the summer, and back in
Ivana on holiday
London, I open my suitcase... It is soaked in
in Montenegro
a wonderful mix of SPF 30 suncream and the
old fashioned sun oil with no SPF at all, as I
can never decide whether to be sensible or
tanned! There is some sand at the bottom of
the suitcase and a stem of dried bougainvillea.
It must have slipped through the open window
one stormy night. I take a deep breath,
inhaling the smells, the sounds and the sights,
and store them in my heart till next summer.’ n
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